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Abstract
We construct a first countable, countably paracom
pact and collectionwise normal space Z with indZ == 1

such that every Lindelof (or even strongly paracom
pact) extension of Z has small transfinite inductive di
mension, trind, equal to 00.
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strongly infinite-dimensional space: eompactification and extension
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Introduction

It is well known that a separable metrizable space X has a
metrizable compactification Y with indY == indX. However,
for more general spaces there is no compactification theorem
for ind : van Mill and Przymuninski [5] constructed a perfectly
normal first countable space X* such that indX* == 1 while
indY == 00 for every Lindelof extension Y of X*. While there is
no compactification theorem for trind in the class of separable
metrizable spaces, it is known that a separable metrizable space
X with trindX < 00 has a metrizable compactification Y with
trindY < 00 [3, problems 7.2.H and 7.2.1]. Recently, however,
Kimura [4] constructed a Tychonoff, but not normal, space X
with indX == 1 no compactification of which has trind, and
asked whether a normal space with similar properties exist.
The space Z constructed here answers the question.
Both Kimura's space and ours are obtained by an appropri
ate modification of the construction of [5]. The construction
of the space Z with the properties ~nnounced in the abstract,
which is carried out in section 3, requires the space described
in section 2.
All spaces in this paper are Tychonoff, I denotes the unit
interval [0,1], N the natural numbers, w == {O} U N, IXI is the
cardinality of a set X, c == III and w(c) is the first ordinal of
cardinality c.

2

A zero-dimensional, first countable,
collectionwise normal and count
ably paracompact space Y which
is strongly infinite-dimensional

An example of such a space is the one constructed in [1], which
has the additional property that it is the limit of an inverse se

A Normal Space Z w-ith indZ ==1
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quence of strongly zet"o-dimensional Lindelof spaces. For the
convenience of the reader, we describe here a direct construc
tion of such a space. Both here and in [1], we apply van
Douwen's technique of assigning limit points to appropriately
selected sequences.
Let {Sa == (Sal' Sa2, ...) : a « w( C)} be an enumeration
of all sequences 5 == (51' 52, ... ), where each Si is a countable
subset of jW with I niEN clSi I == c. Let -< be a well-ordering
on jW of the same type as w( c). For each a < w( c), using
transfinite induction, fix a point ~ra in niEN clSai and a se
quence {x an } consisting of infinitely many points from each
Sai such that d(xa,x an ) ~ lin and y -< X a for y E {x,6 : (3 <
a} U U{S,6i : (3 ~ a,i EN}. We then define for each x in
]W basic open neighbourhoods B n (x), n EN, of a new and
finer topology on jW, so that d( x, y) ~ 1I n for each point y of
B n(x ). This is done as follows. For x not of the form x a, we
set Bn(x) == {x}. For points of tIle form X a the definition is
by transfinite induction: Assuming this has been done for all
x -< x a , we set Bn(x a ) == {x a } U Ulk~2n Bk(xak).
Y denotes jW with its new topology. Evidently, Y is Haus
dorff and first countable, and one readily checks that each
B n ( x) is countable and compact, alld hence closed in Y. Hence
Y is zero-dimensional and therefore Tychonoff. It is also a fact
that X a == limx an and if niEN E i == 0, where each E i is closed
in Y, then niEN clEi is countable, where cl denotes closure in
]W. One can then prove, as in [1], that Y is normal, countably
paracompact and collectionwise normal.
For each i in N, let Ii : ]W ~ ] denote the i th canonical

projection. Let Ai == li- l [0, 1/4] and B i == li- l [3/4, 1] and
suppose M i is a partition between .Ai and B i in Y. Then M i ==
E i n F i for some closed sets E i , F i of Y such that E i n Ai ==
Fi n B i == 0 and Y == E i U Fi . Co:nsequently, clEi n clFi is a
partition in ]W between li- l (0) and. li- l (l), which implies that
I niEN clEi n clFil == c. It follows that niEN M i =f 0 and Yis
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strongly infinite-dimensional.

3

The space Z

In the sequel, the symbols Y, Ai, B i and Ii will have the mean
ing they were given in section 2.
Let {Sa: a < w(c)} be an enumeration of all countable
subsets of the Cantor set C with IclSal == c. Let -< be a well
ordering on C of the same type as w(c) . For each a < w(c)
and each i EN, using transfinite induction, pick a point Xai
of elSa and a subsequence Sai == {Xain : n E N} of Sa such
that d(Xai,Xain) ~ lin and y -< Xai for y E {Xj3j: (3 < a,j E
N} U {xaj : j < i} U U{Sj3 : (3 ~ a}.
Let Z == C x (Y U {O}), where 0 is a point outside Y. For
x E C and n EN, let

U(x,n) == B(x,l/n) x (YU {O}) - {x} x Y
where B(x, lin) == {y E C : d(x,y) < lin}. The topology of
Z is defined as follows. All sets of the form {x} x G, where G
is open in Y, are open in Z. Points (x, 0), where x is not of the
form Xai, have as basic open neighbourhoods the sets U (x, n).
Finally, points (Xai,O) have as basic open neighbourhoods the
sets of the form

One readily sees that Z is first countable and Tychonoff and
C x {O} is homeomorphic with C. Also, points of Z have open
neighbourhoods with boundary in C x Y, which is a direct sum
of copies of the zero-dimensional space Y. Hence indZ ~ 1.
That, in fact, indZ == 1 will follow from proposition 2 and the
fact that every zero-dimensional space has a zero-dimensional
compactification.

A Normal Space Z with indZ ==1

Proposition 1.
paracompact.
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Z is collectionwise normal and countably

Proof: Let {Fs : s E S} be a discrete collection of closed
sets of Z. Put T == {s E S : Fs n (C x {O}) -1 0}. As C x
{O} is compact, for each t in T, we can construct an open
neighbourllood Gt of Ft n (C x {O} ) in Z such that Fs n clGt ==
for s =1= t. Note that, because C! X {O} is compact and {Fs :
s E S} is discrete, T is finite. For s f/. T, we set G s == 0. Let
{Us: s E S} be a collection of mutually disjoint open sets of the
collectionwise normal space ex Y such that Fs n (C x Y) C Us'
Finally, put

o

~

= Us U Gs -

U{ clG

t :

t E S, t

i- s}.

Then, for each s in S, ~ is an open neighbourhood of Fs in
Z such that ~ n ~ == 0 for s =1= t. This shows that Z is
collectionwise normal.
Let {Fn : n E N} be a decreasing sequence of closed sets of
Z such that nnEN Fn == 0. To prove that the normal space Z
is countably paracompact, it suffices to find, for each n in N,
an open neighbourhood Gn of Fn in Z such that nnEN Gn == 0
[2, corollary 5.2.2]. As C x {O} is compact, there is k in N such
that, for n ~ k, Fn is contained ifl the countably paracompact
and normal space C x Y. Consequently, for n ~ k, an open
neighbourhood Gn of F n in Z can be chosen so that nn>k Gn ==
0. To complete the proof, it suffices to set Gn == Z fOf n < k.

o

Proposition 2. Let X be a strongly paracompact space con
taining Z. Then trindX == 00.
Proof: Following [5], we say that a point x of C separatesA i , B i
in X if
cl({x} x Ai) n cl({x} x B i ) == 0,
where cl denotes closure in X. Let D i be the set of all points
of C that do not separate Ai, B i .
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For each a < w(c) and each i E N, Sai X B i is a closed set
of Z that does not contain (Xai' 0). Hence, for some n in N,
cIV(xai, n) n cl(Sai x Bi) == 0. This implies that only a finite
number of members of Sai belong to Di . We claim that Di is
countable: if it is uncountable, for some a < w( c), it contains
Sa as a dense subset, and hence Sai C Di . It follows that there
is at least one point x of C that separates Ai, B i for each i in
N.
Suppose M i is a partition between cl( {x } x Ai) and cl( {x } X
Bi) in X for each i in N. Then, Mi n ({ x} X Y) is a partition in
{x} x Y between {x} X Ai and {x} X B i . It follows from section
2 that niEN Mi =f 0 and X is strongly infinite-dimensional.
Because X is strongly paracompact, this implies trindX == 00
[3, problem 7.1.F]. D
Added in proof: Modifying slightly the construction of
section 3 and using instead of the space of section 2 the direct
sum Y of perfectly normal spaces Yn with indYn == 0 and dim
Yn == n (E. Pol and R. Pol, A hereditarily normal strongly
zero-dimensional space containing subspaces of abitrarily large
dimension, Fund. Math. 102 (1979), 137-142), Elzbieta Pol
has contructed a perfectly normal space X with indX == 1
such that trindS == 00 for every compactification S of X.
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